
What is the deposit due for my artist? 
 
We require a 50% deposit due with signing your contract.  This secures your artist for your event. 
 
Will the band learn my first dance?   
 
As a general rule, yes!  Bands will learn your first dance song as long as they feel they will successfully 
“cover” the song to their standard of musical performance. 
 
During awards or announcements, can we use the band or DJ’s microphone? 
 
Yes!  This is common practice in our industry.  Simply communicate with your artist prior to the event. 
 
Does the band provide a break out cocktail option? 
 
While each artist is different, most artists do provide an option for cocktail hour that can be slightly 
different from the reception band.  Simply ask your agent! 
 
How many songs will the band learn? 
 
Generally 2-3 songs per event.  Most importantly, please ensure your artist approves the requested song 
in advance. 
 
Can the band provide cermeony music? 
Some bands do provide music for ceremony.  Some DJs do as well.  This is different from act to act so it’s 
important to check with your agent first.  There may be additional fees for these services. 
Can you provide ceremony audio for officiant/groom? 
Yes!  OtherBrother artists provide these services as well as our production division.  Pricing can be 
offered upon request 
 
Can the band provide recorded music on their break? 
 
Yes, always!   
 
Does the band require a stage or tent if outside? 
 
Generally, the answer is yes.  Bands must have a flat, hard surface to place their equipment that is safe 
from water, moister or other conditions that will impede their performance. 
 
How long do I have the band for? 
 
Each event is different but generally, bookings consist of 3 to 4 hour time slots.  Rehearsal dinners are 
generally 3 hours while receptions tend to be 4 hours.  For more info on your specific event, we are 
happy to assist. 
 


